Websites vs. Portals

How to know the difference and when it’s time to upgrade.
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Overview
Every company, including yours, has a website that informs viewers about who
you are and the products and services you offer. You’ve been told that you also
need a portal, but to you it seems that a portal is really nothing more than an
upgraded website. How do you differentiate between a website and portal
and know when is it time to consider adding portal services?

Websites

Portals

Websites exist to provide
information in an online location,
but lack the capabilities and
functionality offered by portals.
Website content is available to all
public viewers and presents general
information about the company and
its services but generally fails to
provide a customized view of that
content. Viewers of websites tend
to look at information, but do not
interact with the website, the way
they do with a portal experience.

Portals are web-based platforms designed to collect content from different sources presenting it in
a single user interface providing a custom experience for viewers and members. Unlike websites,
portals have advanced capabilities such as the ability to manage its members, analyze their
activity as they engage with content, offer discussion forums, and use notifications and emails to
stimulate engagement.
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Key Differences Between Websites & Portals
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Portal Characteristics
Members vs. Visitors
Dynamic Content
Interactive Experience
Analyzes Member
Activity
Communicates &
Outreaches

Key Differences Between
a Website and Portal
The Audience: Visitors or Members

Websites have visitors that can view publicly
online information, but portals have members
who explore information that exists behind a
login. Portals generally come online because
information that is not meant for the general
public and is presented to a specific audience.

Static Versus Dynamic Content

Information presented on a website generally
does not change very often and is usually
controlled by a centralized web administrator.
Portals tend to be knowledge centers with
content being added regularly and often by a
distributed group of individuals outside the IT
department.
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Key Differences Between
a Website and Portal
Presentation Versus Interaction

Websites are designed to present information, but
generally do not provide an interactive or
personalized experience for the viewer. Portals are
designed to have their membership interact with
the content and offer calls to action for its
members. Because portals tend to have more
information than websites, its members can
create a personalized content experience through
search, bookmarking content and accessing
member dashboards. Portals have discussion
forums designed to promote interaction among
members, sharing knowledge and posing
questions.

Analysis of Activity

Portals have the capacity to provide a much
deeper analysis of views, clicks or downloads
because they track the movements of each
member. Code can only be embedded in a website
to give you a general sense of the pages and
website elements that are being viewed. Portals
provide not only general trends, but analysis of
each member’s individual activity.

Communication & Outreach

Websites attract viewers through
search engines, referrals and paid
clicks. Because portals have
members, they generally come to
the portal because it is a known
destination for specialized
information or applications. Portals
are designed to communicate to
their members to remind them to
login, when there is new content
available, or there is an personally
related item waiting for them, like a
commission statement.
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Portal Benefits vs. Drawbacks
Reasons to Consider
Adding a Portal
•
•
•

•

How do you know when it’s time to invest in
the advanced features that portals offer?
Portals can offer companies tremendous advantages
and benefits. They offer the ability to provide
specialized knowledge to a defined audience efficiently
in a single online location. Portals provide engagement
and interaction and the insight into how the audience is
responding. However, there are some potential
drawbacks that need to be analyzed before you make
the leap into a portal environment.
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

You have a specific audience
you want to inform, engage
or influence.
You need to restrict content
or pricing from the view of
the general public.
You have specialized
applications that your
audience needs to perform
online
You want to increase the
efficiency for your audience
by providing a single online
location for information.
You want to want to increase
interaction with your
customers, employees or
partners.
You want to leverage
Marketing Development
Funds from your vendors or
suppliers by delivering
sponsored content and
measuring results.

Portals Can Be Expensive — Third party solutions require a perpetual software license and
home-grown portals can consume much more budget than expected.
Implementation Can Be Time-Consuming — Portals are customized environments and can
sometimes take months to years to configure and bring online if you build them yourselves.
Engaging Viewers Takes Time — Members need to be convinced and persuaded to use the
portal and keep coming back repeatedly.
Creating A Content-Rich Environment Can Be Time-Consuming — Portals are knowledge
centers that require a steady stream of information and content. Internal resources must
commit to creating or curating content for the portal.
Portals May Require Integration With Other Systems —Portal members need a seamless
experience, so they don’t have to login to multiple systems. Integration can take time and
development resources.
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Summary
Websites and portals have a lot of things in common because they both exist online and provide
information to an audience. However, a portal is a specialized software environment that is
designed to inform, educate and engage a specific audience. Consider that it is time for a portal
when you want to increase the efficiency of providing specialized information to customers,
employees, partners or members.

Learn More About Convey Portals

Learn how businesses engage partners, customers, employees and member groups with a
Convey Portal
Explore Convey’s Portal Solutions
Schedule a portal demo today
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Contact Convey to learn more:
support@conveyservices.com
1-888-975-1382
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